Industry X
Innovation Centre
London

Showcasing emerging, connected and smart technologies that transform industry to inspire the art of the possible. We lead the way on Sustainability for Industry, Metaverse for Industrial Connected Worker and Digital Thread across the Engineering and Manufacturing value chain.
Introducing the Industry X Innovation Centre London

The Industry X Innovation Centre London is an area designed for exploring the power of Industry X and bringing it to life with demonstrations to show how business value can be unlocked. The centre is based on the 7th floor in Accenture’s London Fenchurch Street Office. It’s an incredible environment curated specifically for sparking ideas and exploring the art of the possible.

Our focus

At Industry X Innovation Centre London, we pride ourselves on being at the forefront of digital transformation within the engineering and manufacturing industries.

We offer a comprehensive suite of services that cover the full lifecycle of our clients' assets, from design and development to operations and maintenance. In addition, we are also focused on helping our clients to reduce their environmental impact through the use of sustainable practices. Our team of subject matter experts are always on hand to provide advice and support, and we are committed to helping our clients realise their ambitions for digital transformation.
As industries continue to digitize, the need for reliable, high-performing engineering solutions has never been greater. At our Industry X Innovation Centre, we offer a comprehensive suite of services that can help you boost delivery certainty and performance throughout the lifecycle of your projects.

For operations execution, we can showcase how we can transform production plants, assets, and work processes to deliver change in operational excellence by optimising, digitising, connecting, and automating our clients’ operations through;

- Integrated Solutions
- Digital Twin & Thread
- Industrial Connected Worker
- Artificial Intelligence for Manufacturing & Engineering
- Real Time and Intelligent Project Controls
- IIoT
- Drones
- Cobots
- Wearables
- Sustainability for Manufacturing & Engineering and Platforms

that will unlock additional value and productivity within and across production sites.

What we offer

We will challenge you to think differently and help you to re-invent your business.

Digital Immersion Tours

Explore new ideas and solutions for your company through dedicated tours. See the latest technologies in action and the value they add.

Innovation Workshops

In workshops we tailor the experience to help you achieve your objectives. We apply our Industry X knowledge and solutions to your business.
Innovation Playground

Once we’ve explored the art of the possible, we delve deep through our innovation incubator to prove business value via rapid prototyping and the development of proof of concepts and minimum viable products.

Thought Leadership

Discover the latest trends and don’t miss the changes to Industry X which companies are already implementing.

The Innovation Centre in action

Connected worker

Combining smart wearables, artificial intelligence and augmented reality to increase productivity, improve safety, and reduce errors and rework.

Manufacturing automation

Cobot: a flexible, safe and affordable alternative to fixed line automation.

Connected mine

Demonstrating real-time, advanced analytics, big data and intelligent design.

ABB smart sensor

Turning data from machines into actionable insights to reduce costs and improve efficiencies.
Use facial recognition and analytics to identify people and facial expressions.

A tour utilising the space in the Innovation Centre for a demonstration.

**Case studies**

**Petrofac: Discovering digital depths**

Petrofac and Accenture are digitally transforming upstream operations, engineering and construction services.

**Implementing an industrial wireless network**

Learn how a mobile solution helped to implement an industrial wireless network.
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